Abstract. The Estonian subdialect Kihnu, Latvian and Kuronian Livonian share a type of interrogative containing morphemes whose primary function is to mark 3rd person imperatives. This construction is not attested in other Estonian dialects or in Standard Estonian, other than in some petrified idioms. In Kihnu and Latvian, the question type is used for deliberative questions. This interrogative type may have originally been used as a translation of German Konjunktiv in embedded interrogatives, but by the desubordination process, it has spread to main clauses as well. This the most probable scenario for Estonian (Kihnu subdialect). Contacts between Kihnu and Livonian and Latvian have probably reinforced this interrogative type in terms of structural relevance and usage frequency.
Introduction
The existing research on Estonian-Latvian linguistic contact in the area of syntax (e.g. Stolz 1991; The Circum-Baltic Languages 2001) has been concerned mostly with comparison of written varieties. Therefore, coinciding dialectal features which have not found their way into the standardized languages have remained unnoticed.
In this paper, we study the use of a special type of interrogative containing imperative marking (II) in the Estonian subdialect Kihnu (spoken on Kihnu Island, belonging to the Insular dialect), in standard and colloquial Latvian and in the Kuronian dialect of Livonian. Compare, for example, the following interrogative sentences in the Estonian subdialect Kihnu (1), Latvian (2), and Kuronian Livonian (3):
( Example (1) from Kihnu is a question in which the verb is not in the indicative, as could be expected, but rather in the third person imperative mood, marked by the suffix -ga/-gä or -ka/-kä. The situation is similar in Latvian (example 2), where the only formal means used to encode third person imperatives, the hortative particle lai + finite form of the verb, is employed in the interrogative sentence. Finally, Kuronian Livonian joins Kihnu and Latvian in using its usual strategy for forming third person imperatives, the hortative particle laz + third person imperative form of the verb marked by the suffix -g(õ), in questions.
Thus, what these three idioms have in common is the surprising occurrence of the imperative form of the verb in questions. This is a clear grammatical isogloss, which, interestingly, runs between the group Kihnu-LatvianLivonian and the remaining Estonian dialects and Standard Estonian, as the latter seem to lack such imperative questions. Our aims in the present study are, first, to provide a formal, functional and distributional account of the imperative-in-interrogatives (II) phenomenon in Kihnu, second to compare our findings with the Latvian and Livonian equivalents, and third, to propose the most plausible scenario for the development of this phenomenon in Kihnu.
Imperative-in-Interrogatives in Kihnu dialect
The vernacular spoken on Kihnu Island is a subdialect of the Estonian Insular dialect. none of the other documented subdialects of Estonian shows imperative marking in questions, which makes the Kihnu subdialect quite distinctive among them. In Kihnu, the third person imperative marking of the verb is very productive in all possible types of questions; witness (4) containing a yes/no question (formed with the question particle kas) and (5)-(7) exemplifying different wh-questions: in (5), the wh-word functions as a subject, in (6) as an attribute, and in (7) This lack of syntagmatic restrictions is reflected on the paradigmatic axis as well: the imperative form seems to show the full paradigm available for the (historical) 3rd person verb form. Thus, according to Theodor Saar (1980; 1960) , such questions can be derived from impersonal sentences displaying impersonal voice marking on the verb; see example (8) and (9), and in case of past time reference, the verb may be in the past tense; cf. example (10) (Saar 1960 : 66) The only way to check the availability of direct questions with 1st or 2nd-person subjects was to present them to native Kihnu speakers. We consulted six native speakers of the Kihnu subdialect who live permanently on the island of Kihnu. all but one of the speakers we consulted considered the constructed example in (13) to be impossible in their dialect. The only consultant whose response to (13) was positive regarded such 1st person direct interrogatives as possible in a situation where someone has the feeling that s/he is lost and is deliberating (by him/herself) which way to go. This brings us to the question about the semantic (or pragmatic) function of the Kihnu imperative interrogatives -this, much like the question about person restrictions, cannot be exhaustively answered by a study of published dialect texts. The only hints concerning semantics that we had before consulting native speakers were Theodor Saar's and mari must's remarks that the third person imperative forms in questions express doubt Imperative in Interrogatives in Estonian (Kihnu) ... on the part of the speaker (Saar 1960 : 66; must 1994) . Therefore we decided to present to our Kihnu consultants twelve minimal pairs of constructed questions (based on Saar 1980; 1960) -one with a verb form in indicative and one in imperative mood. Consultants were asked first to evaluate the acceptability of the interrogative sentences containing the imperative form and then to explain the difference in meaning between the sentence with an indicative verb form and the sentence with an imperative verb form.
The majority of our consultants were familiar with the interrogative sentences with imperative marking and considered them functional in the contemporary language (only direct 1st and 2nd person questions were generally seen as ill-formed). as a response to the question about the difference in meaning in the constructed pairs, most of the consultants confirmed that the sentence with the imperative is a deliberating question, which is directed to oneself, not to the listener or anyone else. The purpose of such questions is not to elicit information from the partner in the conversation -on the contrary, the speaker's assumption is that the partner does not have the relevant information -but rather to deliberate over the situation on her own.
Questions which do not seek information but instruction or advice ("direction") have usually been labeled 'deliberating questions' or 'direction questions ' (see Huddleston 1994; metslang 1981 : 30; palmer 2001 : 128) . In the case of Kihnu, it seems that these questions do not necessarily seek an answer from the interlocutor, and therefore they bear resemblance to rhetorical questions; cf. example (14). The deliberating nature of these interrogatives is probably one of the reasons why they are often used in indirect questions in the scope of a negative expression conveying doubt; cf. (15 more pity be-3Imp Q writer:adE pig:ELa or girl:pL:adE pärt:ELa 'I said in the wedding crowd that I don't know who is feeling more sorry, -the writer, for the pig, or the girl, for pärt? ' (Saar 1984 ' (Saar [1933 )
Example (14) is significant not only because it shows the similarity of deliberative and rhetorical questions, but also because it shows the imperative marking on a modal verb of possibility. We have pointed out the fact that the imperative marking in questions does not seem to be syntagmatically or paradigmatically restricted. Example (14) The jussive is rather common in Estonian dialects, although not in interrogative sentences. One explanation for this would be that such imperative (or jussive) interrogatives have been in use, but have been lost. In contemporary Estonian one can actually find a very restricted use of the imperative in certain frozen rhetorical questions, which display the structure mis 'what' + see 'this' + ol-gu 'be-3Imp'; witness (18) We will return to these sentences from Old Written Estonian in Section 4, where we will discuss the possible triggers for the rise of imperativein-interrogatives in Kihnu.
Imperative-in-Interrogatives in Latvian
Latvian expresses third person imperatives with a periphrastic construction consisting of the imperative/hortative particle lai and the finite indicative form of the verb; cf. example (23) from Holvoet (2007 : 111-112 Holvoet (2007 : 27) distinguishes between questions intended to elicit information and questions to which the expected response is directive. according to him (Holvoet 2007 : 114) , it is only the second type of questions (so called 'deontic requests'), where the Latvian imperative/hortative marker lai occurs. Such questions have been called 'direction questions' or 'deliberative questions' by other researchers (e.g. Huddleston 1994). The purpose of the speaker in examples (24) and (25) is to elicit a directive rather than information from the addressee. In other words, s/he is expecting to hear something like 'do this and that!', 'go here or there!' from the addressee. as in Kihnu, the Latvian imperative/hortative construction with lai occurs both in wh-and yes/no-questions; see (26) what dad town:ELa children:pL:aLL bring-3Imp 'What will dad bring the children from the town?' moreover, the epistemic nature of such questions (i.e. the sense of 'doubt' and 'deliberation') is reflected in Latvian by the positional mutability of the hortative particle. Compare example (29) in which lai occurs at the end of the sentence just before the verb with example (32), where it occurs at the beginning of the sentence just before the subject.
(32) Ko lai tēvs no rīga-s bērn-iem atnes?
what pRTCL father from Riga-Sg.gEn children-pL.daT bring.pRS.3Sg 'What will father bring the children from Riga?'
Intuitively, the agent-oriented modality encoded in a 'deontic request' should be iconically expressed with a word order where lai occurs next to the subject agent. In its epistemic use, on the other hand, lai has a wider (propositional) scope and should be located close to the verbal predicate, which is the core of the proposition. Thus, the availability of sentences like (29) seems to show that lai is no longer only an agent-oriented modal.
Imperative-in-Interrogatives in Livonian
In Livonian, third person imperatives are often expressed with a structure which looks like a hybrid form of the Estonian synthetic imperative (or jussive) and Latvian analytical imperative with lai; cf. example (33). The construction laz volgõ shows double hortative marking: the particle laz is a precise functional equivalent of Latvian lai, and the third person imperative morpheme -gõ is the etymological (and functional) equivalent of the Estonian third person imperative marker -gu/-ku.
as in Kihnu and Latvian, the structure which is used in Livonian in the formation of third person imperatives is also found in interrogative sentences. The evidence, however, is scarce: the only example we have comes from Krautmane's work on the mood system in Kuronian Livonian; 4 cf. (34). 
The development of the imperative from illocutionary force marker to deliberative question marker in Kihnu
The third person imperative has expanded its sphere of use in Kihnu from its original function of expressing orders or requests to a new function of conveying deliberation and doubt in questions. The imperative is essentially a deontic mood and doubt is an epistemic stance of low probability. This means that the Kihnu third person imperative marker has undergone a functional development from deontic to epistemic modality; cf. example (35) and the hypothesized reinterpretation of its modal force in Kihnu.
( This assumed development is not unprecedented: on the contrary, the development of deontic markers into epistemic ones is very common in the languages of the world (see e.g. Heine, Claudi, Hünnemeyer 1991 : 175-178; van der auwera, plungian 1998). a more challenging question is what exactly has triggered this functional shift in Kihnu, especially in light of the fact that other Estonian dialects do not show parallel shifts.
In the search for an answer we looked into the functions of the imperative mood in the documented history of Estonian. penjam (2004) has observed that in Old Written Estonian, in object and purpose clauses, the third person imperative (jussive) is often used instead of the conditional mood, which is the only option available in contemporary Estonian; cf. (36) in which instead of jää-ks 'stay-COnd' we find jä-ku 'stay-3Imp'. Such occurrences lead us to the hypothesis that the II sentences in 19th-century Estonian (recall examples (20) and (21) from Wiedemann) are originally embedded questions with the main clause omitted. We may call this a 'desubordination scenario'. This scenario is supported by the fact that in spoken discourse the embedded interrogatives are often treated as containing more important, foregrounded information than the main clause, while the main clause functions more like an epistemic particle. (Keevallik [to appear]) Interlocutors typically answer the question posed in the embedded clause, but not necessarily. Especially the main clause ei tea 'don't know' marks uncertainty, the assumed lack of knowledge by the addressee of the projected question and can thus be left unanswered (Keevallik [to appear]; Keevallik 2006) .
By the time Wiedemann was compiling his grammar (1875), such embedded questions with imperative marking were already obsolete in the Estonian spoken and written in northern Estonia; nevertheless, such embedded questions are fully productive in the contemporary Kihnu dialect (recall the indirect questions exemplified in (11) and (12)). The problem that we have to resolve if we adopt this scenario is why only the Kihnu dialect has preserved (or developed) imperative interrogatives, there is no reason to assume a stronger german influence and/or a stronger tendency to preserve archaic features of Old Written Estonian in Kihnu than in any other Estonian dialect. However, we also have to take into consideration the possible impact of Latvian and Livonian. It cannot be a coincidence that the imperative/hortative particle lai in Latvian and its Livonian counterpart laz 5 have both grammaticalized into conjunctions introducing object and purpose clauses; cf. example (38) from Latvian and (39) from Livonian, both of which contain object clauses. more pity be-3Imp Q writer:adE pig:ELa or girl:pL:adE pärt:ELa 'I said in the wedding crowd, that I don't know who is feeling more sorry, -the writer, for the pig, or the girl, for pärt? ' (Saar 1984 ' (Saar [1933 )
Conclusions
The Kihnu subdialect of Estonian, Livonian and Latvian share a type of interrogative which uses the 3rd person imperative form and which functions mainly as a deliberative question. according to Wiedemann (1875), written Estonian also used to share the feature in some earlier stages. Though the context in which these interrogatives are used varies a bit from language to language, the similarities between Kihnu, Livonian and Latvian are remarkable. This interrogative type is most probably a result of the mutual contacts between Kihnu, Livonian and Latvian, but it may have originally been used as a translation of german Konjunktiv in embedded object clauses (embedded interrogatives). By the desubordination process, it has spread to main clauses. This is the most probable scenario for the Kihnu subdialect, but it is quite clear that contacts with Livonian and Latvian have reinforced the structural spread and the usage of the construction in Kihnu.
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ИМПЕРАТИВ В ВОПРОСИТЕЛЬНЫХ ПРЕДЛОЖЕНИЯХ В КИХНУСКОМ ГОВОРЕ ЭСТОНСКОГО ЯЗЫКА, В ЛАТЫШСКОМ И ЛИВСКОМ ЯЗЫКАХ
В кихнуском говоре эстонского языка, а также в латышском и ливском языках распространен и широко употребляется тип вопросительного предложения, в котором вместо изъявительного наклонения используется глагольная форма 3-го лица повелительного наклонения (и это прежде всего в кихнуском говоре; в латышском языке употребляется побудительная частица lai, в ливском -частица laz + форма 3-го лица императива). В эстонском литературном языке и других диалектах такое употребление императива не отмечено, он встре-чается лишь в отдельных застывших конструкциях, например, mis see olgu 'äто же это такое?' В кихнуском говоре и латышском языке такая конструкция используется как взвешивающий (с оттенком обсуждения) вопрос, цель кото-рого получить от собеседника не информацию, а скорее совет. Вопросительное предложение с маркером императива в кихнуском говоре появилось, очевидно, как переводное соответствие немецкого конъюнктива в придаточных (подчи-ненных) вопросительных предложениях, откуда оно в результате десуборди-нации распространилось и на главные предложения. По такому же сценарию развивались события в ливском и латышском языках. Контакты с латышским и ливским языками благоприятствовали распространению употребления рас-сматриваемой конструкции в кихнуском говоре эстонского языка. Estonian (Kihnu) ...
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